
DRAFT MINUTES OF NEADC INFORMAL WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 2002 
Hosted by Tom and Tina Kemper in Wayland, MA

Present: Maryhelen Shuman-Groh, Al Bozza, Peter McCarthy, Bryce Flynn, Anna Krowczynska, Caroline Starita, Veronica Atlantis, Scott Bortis

Absent: Steve Groh, Jim Carozza, Alicia Lenci

Start of the meeting was delayed because of a necessity for a quick trip to Staples to purchase supplies required to separate double stapled issue of Newsletter.

BUSINESS

1.	INTRODUCTION OF SCOTT BORTIS and NEWSLETTER MATTERS
Scott was asking for submission of  materials to be published in the Newsletter before the deadline ( Saturday after the General meeting ). He is satisfied with available software. Scott has also started discussion with Bryce about software and formats suitable for posting newsletter on the web site, but was ask to take it off line ( time constraints plus highly technical content was of no interest to the rest of officers ).
2.	ANNUAL PICNIC 
Idea of having the Annual Picnic on August 31st  at Fort Foster was unanimously rejected (Labor Day Weekend). Because place looks very good and is new, which may attract many members to came, we should try to secure it for the next year picnic. Decision was made to held this year picnic at Fort Getty on Saturday, August 24th. Maryhelen is going to call Cindy to confirm the date. [Date has been confirmed and paperwork is in process.  Ocean State Scuba contacted to sign for us.]
3.	HOLIDAY PARTY
Veronica presented an update on the Holiday Party. It will take part at Knights of Columbus in Arlington, cost for hall rental is $190 ( including the bartender ), parking is free, DJ costs $85/hr, we can get buffet type meal for $ 20/per person. Buffet menu was circulated. Final cost per head will be approximately $25, sum which most of members is willing to pay. Date of December 13 got an unanimous vote.  [Date has been confirmed by Veronica]
4.	DIVE PLANNING MEETING
It was very successful meeting, good turnout ( 21 people ) and what’s most important the shore dive calendar was almost filled. There was a brief meeting of the Board with Sherrie Floyd to discuss Jake Levenson (NEADC Member and NEAq Dive Team Member) who recently lost everything in a fire (home, furniture, clothing, all dive gear, camera gear, National Geographic portfolio, computer with Master’s Thesis and back-up disks).  Fortunately Jake’s dog, Molly, was able to get out.  Board voted donation to fund that Sherrie is managing (Voted by quorum - Maryhelen Shuman-Groh, Peter McCarthy, Alicia Lenci, Al Bozza, Jim Carozza, Steve Groh).  Sherrie donated a GOT dive to NEADC to raffle to raise/replace funds.
5.	NEAq Collecting Dives
Collecting dives lead by Jake were scheduled weekend of May 4-5, but had to be cancelled.  Rick Jones will take over the Newport facility and is looking for assistance.  Peter McCarthy to follow-up and reschedule collecting dives.  Jim Stewart and Tom Kemper have expressed interest in helping out.:
6.	GOT DIVES
New policies seem to be received positively. No complaints have been made.
7.	WHALE WATCH - Sunday, April 28, 2002. Because of the weather ( rain and rough seas) 20 members who paid for tickets decided not to come. Intrepid Maryhelen sold half of the unused tickets, so people who ADVANCE CANCELLED the trip will get refund for one ticket (no refunds for no-shows). Cold and rain aside, the trip was great. We’ve seen several fin whales and dolphins, but two humpback whales stole the show, mother and calf, who surfaced several times to get a good look at the boat. 
8.	BAY STATE COUNCIL OF DIVERS .Treasure Hunt will take place on May 19. Maryhelen will remind about this event during the next General Meeting. Al will get more information regarding prizes.  Peter McCarthy coordinating teams.
9.	POND WEED DIVE May 11, 2002, Alicia is taking care of this event. [Follow-up from Alicia - she is coordinating only the 11th - there will be dives on the 18th as well for those who are interested but she will not be handling those]
10.	STELLWAGEN EVENT July 20th - GAFC dives announced.  Brandy Derickson is coordinating.  Dives and dive leaders have been announced and are in the newsletter.
11.	CLOTHING
Caroline brought several samples of hats and shirts with club logo. Denim cap was chosen as a stock item. We plan to order 25 at first and see how popular they will be (depending upon turn around time for ordering, Caroline will use her discretion and order more if turn around is long). Proposal was made to buy all samples, as a goodwill gesture towards Cindy DaVeiga.  Samples of the shirts with logo will be on display during the General Meeting.  Members will be able to order them directly from Wear Guard.  Bryce proposed to print coupons will order information to help members to place the order. 
DIVE CART:  From Dave Royce regarding dive cart donation.  Could make an interesting fund raiser or prize.  Discussion.  Parameters for donation are very narrow.  Bryce reminded us that just because the Club is offered a donation, we don’t have to accept it.  Could turn into disposal problem.  Under further consideration.  No action was taken.
OFFICER REPORTS:  No other reports.


Meeting Adjourned:  9:15 PM


